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What Will I Talk About Today
* My story on learning to value QA and testing! 


* Some of the common misconceptions I encountered as a newbie tester


* My personal transformation on understanding the true value of testing 
and QA and how to elevate it


* Ride-sharing company Lyft on creating great customer experience 
through QA



71%



* 2008 life-changing decision to enter 
tech industry 

* 2009 discovered testing and QA



“Anyone can do testing”





Goal is to find as many 
issues as possible



Quality is everybody’s 
responsibility



Learn and gather 
information for your 

advantage



Moving to London and 
questioning my efforts 



“Testing is something that we do with the 
motivation of finding new information. Testing 

is a process of exploration, discovery, 
investigation, and learning. 

- Michael Bolton



QA and Testing is an 
afterthought



Things We Hear About Testing or QA

* “Manual testing will be replaced by automation” 

* “Manual testing is dead” 

* “Testing can find all the bugs” 

* “Testers don’t have technical skills” 

* “It doesn’t work in production so testers failed” 

* “Achieving 100% test coverage with automation” 

* “QA is easy to do. Anyone can do it”





Devices OS combinations

Networks Locations



Customer experience is the king 
and queen!

Elevating CE through QA



Traits on being a successful and valuable QA:

* Ask Questions! 

* Open-minded 

* Analytical 

* Always be learn-it-all, not know-it-all 

* Know-how of where the industry is moving



Key Takeaways

* Educate yourself and those around you (always be learning)


* Question everything, but also trust your team


* Everything that you don’t know hides a potential risk


* We all want to be valuable and elevate ourselves, but remember that 
quality is team’s effort, therefore the better cooperation, the better 
outcome :)



Any feedback is highly appreciated!
kristel@testlio.com
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